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07 July 2023 

Parliament of NSW  
Legislative Council 
Standing Committee on State Development 
Via online submission 
 
RE: Inquiry into the feasibility of undergrounding the transmission infrastructure for renewable 
energy projects 
 
Dear Sir/Madan 
 
The Inquiry into the feasibility of undergrounding the transmission infrastructure for renewable 
energy projects was established on 22 June 2023 to inquire into and report on the feasibility of 
undergrounding the transmission infrastructure for renewable energy projects. 
 
The Terms of Reference indicate that the Standing Committee on State Development inquire into 
and report on the feasibility of undergrounding the transmission infrastructure for renewable energy 
projects, with particular reference to: 

a) the costs and benefits of undergrounding, 
b) existing case studies and current projects regarding similar undergrounding of transmission 

lines in both domestic and international contexts, 
c) any impact on delivery timeframes of undergrounding, and 
d) any environmental impacts of undergrounding.  

 
To this end, Energy Grid Alliance (EGA) is pleased to make a submission to this inquiry. The attached 
paper (EGA - Feasibility of undergrounding transmission infrastructure.pdf) addresses the terms of 
reference as much as practical. It is important to note that EGA’s submission focusses primarily on 
the benefits of underground HVDC, not underground HVAC. This is due to the superior benefits of 
using HVDC technology.  
 
It is important throughout the Inquiry, that distinction and comparison be made between 
underground HVAC and underground HVDC as the outcomes can be notably different with respect 
to environmental impacts, costs, and system resilience. Underground HVDC provides a superior 
transmission solution that minimises degradation of the broader environment by mitigating the 
likelihood, extent and/or duration of potential effects and increases system resilience to climate and 
extreme weather events. 
 
It is also important to note, with respect to costs, that there is no on-size-fits-all solution. Studies 
(often based on assumptions) have shown that the cost of undergrounding can be between 3 to 20 
times more expensive than an overhead HVAC solution. Once reason these figures have varied so 
considerably is that the distinction between HVAC and HVDC has not been made during the 
assessment. Other reasons costs can vary per project are due to topography, geography, and overall 
route selection. Costs vary widely depending on the specifics of the project (such as power rating, 
circuit length, overhead vs. cabled route, land costs, site seismology, and AC network improvements 
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required at either terminal). A detailed comparison of DC vs. AC transmission costs may be required 
in situations where there is no clear technical advantage to DC, and economical reasoning alone 
drives the selection. 
 
To realise the true net benefit of underground HVDC over the life of a project, a Triple Bottom Line 
(TBL) analysis is required for each transmission project to consider profit, people, and the planet. 
 
In addition to the attached paper, EGA has also submitted the following appendices for 
consideration. EGA consider the focus of the Terms of Reference to be too narrow to truly 
appreciate the benefits of underground transmission. 
 
These appendices represent submission that EGA has made to previous consultation processes. 
While some have a Victorian focus, the observations and recommendations are applicable to all 
Australian states.  
 
The following appendices have been hyperlinked for ease of access. 
 
1. Understanding External Costs of Overhead Electricity Transmission 
External costs should be considered in transmission planning to rebalance the true benefits, this will 
lead to greater market efficiency and environmental sustainability. The evaluation of the external 
costs could be of great help during the cost-benefit analysis, allowing the negative impacts to be 
considered in the process to identify the optimal transmission development path. This could be 
achieved through new planning tools, such as a Strategic Land Use Assessment (SLUA), Multi-Criteria 
Analysis (MCA) and Economic Impact Assessment (EIA) some of which are currently being proposed 
by the Victorian government under its proposed Victorian Transmission Investment Framework 
(VTIF). 
 
2. Review of AusNet Services WVTNP Underground Construction Summary Report 
While AusNet Services findings are preliminary and are still subject to peer review, their 
investigation finds that undergrounding the HVAC transmission line along their proposed routes 
would cost approximately 16 times more. As a result, AusNet Services dismissed undergrounding 
and have recommend overhead construction. However, the absence of design and cost detail for 
both the underground HVAC and HVDC options referenced make it difficult to verify and 
substantiate the conclusion. Misconceptions may have inadvertently led to overhead HVAC 
construction being recommended as the preferred solution by the investigation and underground 
solutions prematurely dismissed. 
 
3. Response to the Built Environment Climate Change Adaptation Action Plan 2022-2026 
Increasing frequency of dangerous fire weather poses a threat to most assets, with a particularly 
high operational risk to transmission lines due to heat and smoke. It is also an important 
consideration in transmission line route selection and design. Routing critical transmission 
infrastructure away from bushfire prone areas or underground, would enable our energy networks 
to better withstand extreme weather events and build increased network resilience. In countries like 
Australia that are prone to bushfires, underground HVDC Transmission Interconnectors or 
Transmission lines solve at least two problems for NEM Transmission and Distribution Participants in 
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the event of bushfires and in planning the Risk Management of their Assets during bushfires. 
Underground HVDC as opposed to Overhead HVAC or HVDC Interconnectors or Transmission lines 
are not at risk of starting bushfires. Underground HVDC Interconnectors or Transmission Lines do 
not need to be turned off if they are in the path, or in the vicinity of a Bushfire. 
4. Response to the Building a Better Understanding of Bushfire Risk Consultation Paper 
According to the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO), "good engineering design will ensure 
that any new infrastructure does not lead to unsustainable deterioration in grid resilience. Building 
additional transmission lines along a bushfire prone transmission corridor would be an example of 
resilience deterioration". To help defend Australia's communities, economy and the environment 
against extreme weather events and future-proof critical energy infrastructure, the Government, 
network planners, and operators need to adopt best planning practices and design resilience into 
the grid by avoiding or undergrounding bushfire prone regions and heavily forested corridors. 
Routing critical transmission infrastructure away from bushfire prone areas or underground, would 
enable our energy networks to better withstand extreme weather events and build increased 
network resilience. 
 
Engineering Resilience 
 
Climate change is resulting in rising global temperatures, erratic patterns of precipitation, sea level 
rise and more frequent or intense extreme weather events. This has significant implications for 
electricity security. For generation, the impacts of climate change can reduce the efficiency and alter 
the availability and generation potential of power plants, including both thermal and renewable 
facilities. Climate change impacts on transmission and distribution networks can result in higher 
losses, changes in transfer capacity and particular physical damage. It is also expected to increase 
electricity demand for cooling in many countries, which will become a driving factor for generation 
capacity additions. 
 
Studies suggest that the benefits of resilient electricity systems are much greater than the costs in 
most of the scenarios considering the growing impacts of climate change. It is estimated that for 
every dollar invested in climate-resilient infrastructure, six dollars can be saved. According to the 
World Bank, if the actions needed for resilience are delayed by ten years, the cost will almost 
double. 
 
Underground transmission, which require a higher upfront outlay than above-ground systems, can 
significantly reduce potential damage from climate impacts and save recovery costs. Transmission 
lines above ground tend to be more vulnerable to climate hazards such as high-speed winds, 
wildfires, floods, and landslides, than underground systems. 
 
There are clear gaps in current regulatory framework that prevent prioritisation of resilience. When 
impacts of extreme weather events interrupt electricity supply and lead to large socio-economic 
costs, network operators are only expected to bear a fraction of the repair and social costs, with 
most of the costs often being passed through to energy consumers. Lack of competition and the 
presence of monopolistic market conditions also discourage network operators from investing in 
climate resilience measures for enhanced quality of electricity services. 
 




















































